
ePubs in the 
Music Classroom



Smile for the camera!



Session notes: 
www.mrsbmusicroom.com.professional-development



Book Creator



Book Creator on Twitter easy free PD

If you are on twitter lets post and see what interest we get! 
when you post always use  
#bookcreator #DAYTiME2017 @mrsbmusicroom

Book Creator has weekly twitter chats which you can join in. 
Count it as PD as often it is hands on.



The Elements of Book Creator

6 book shape 
templates

pages view 
to edit and 

arrange pages

export as ePub, 
PDF or Video

combining, 
duplicating & 

organising books



The Elements of Book Creator

five 
different media 
options to add,  
(six including 

video) 

9 different 
editable shapes; 

width, height, colour 
& order

The comic 
template includes six 

additional media elements, 
some include multiple 

designs 

Apps such as 
GarageBand & iMovie 

can share tracks & video 
directly to Book Creator



The Elements of Book Creator

add a 
coloured 

background to 
the page

Edit the 
formating of 
shapes and 

text

Edit image 
elements 

including the 
ability to add 
hyperlinks to 

the web 

Use the ▶  
Read to me option 
to play/read your 

book



Sound Icon Story
Learning Intention: 
To record a 2 bar melodic rhythm based 
on a character (name or phrase said) 
from the story to create a sound icon.

Success Criteria: 
I can assign a melodic rhythm to a word or 
phrase. 
I can play a melody in time. 
I can add or record a drum sequence. 
I can record multiple tracks. 
I can insert Apple loops that fit well with the 
melodic rhythm. 
I can export my recording to Book Creator. 
I can create a sound story in Book Creator, 
inserting, text and images.



Instrument Families
Learning Intention: 
To learn about the instruments in each 
family and present sound examples for 
each.

Success Criteria: 
I can identify each instrument family. 
I can record a sound sample for each 
using the instruments and sound sets 
available in GarageBand. 
I can export my recording to Book 
Creator.



Songs to Books
Learning Intention: 
To record our own version of a popular 
children's song, e.g. The wheels on the 
Bus, presenting it as a sound picture 
book.

Success Criteria: 
I can rewrite the lyrics to a song. 
I can visualise and draw a picture to 
represent the lyrics as an image. 
I can assign an appropriate instrument to 
play a sound effect. 
I can record my group singing and playing 
the beat and rhythm.



Guess the Sound
Learning Intention: 
To create a book for peers to listen to 
the recorded sound and guess which 
instrument it is.

Success Criteria: 
I can record a sound. 
I can take a photo. 
I can add a text box, changing the design 
elements. 
I can format a book. 
Extension Task: 
I can write description clues to help 
identify the instrument.



Research Assignment/Artist Study
Learning Intention: 
To research an artist/topic and present 
it using Book Creator, inserting text, 
images, audio and video.

Success Criteria: 
I can research and present facts and 
opinions via text, image, audio and video. 
I can insert audio from Apple Music. 
I can add a text box, changing the design 
elements. 
I can format a book. 
I can add a video description/reflection



Digital Portfolios
Learning Intention: 
To show learning activities in the 
classroom in a digital format and 
capture learning that occurs off the 
page.

Success Criteria: 
I can drag and drop images in 
response to an audio listening 
activity. 
To create rhythm/melodic patterns 
via placement of images. 
I can audio or video record learning 
activities/performances that can 
not be presented on a piece of 
paper.


